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GENERAL
Byrd Station: The last aircraft to Byrd Station during the 1962-63 summer
season left on the 1st of March. Work continues on the living quarters but
most of the outside summer programs have been completed. A round trip was made
to the auroral substation between the 13th and 17th with the Sno-cat and Nodwell
vehicles.
Peak gusts of LO mph were recorded on the 15th and 19th of March.

Eights Station: March was a month with large temperature variations and
very little sunshine. A storm with 55 miles per hour winds hit the station on
the 26th resulting in drifted snow above the windows of most of the units. High
drifts are expected to be a major problem for this station during the winter.
USNS Eltanin: Cruise 7 of the Eltanin took place between February 4th and
March 19th, over the cruise route shown on the map on page 21. Twenty-six major
stations were made, including two near the Antarctic Circle in the Weddell Sea.
Unsuccessful searches were made south of the Orkney Islands for the Barth and
Tretten Banks. At the end of the cruise, the ship docked in Montevideo, Uruguay,
and after resupply started on Cruise 8 in the Sandwich Islands area.
Hallett Station: The USS Glacier stopped at the station on the 9th of
March for the remaining summer scientists and support personnel. The last penguins left on the 27th of the month and the last skuas on the 28th.
McMurdo Station: Summer operations ended with the departure of the USS
Glacier from McMurdo on March 11th. Three hundred and eleven scientists and
U.S. Navy Support personnel remained on the continent for the coming winter.
During the summer season, vast amounts of cargo were delivered to Antarctica and supplied to the various stations. The 0-130 Hercules ski-equipped
cargo planes delivered more than LIOOO tons of cargo to the three inland stations
and C_124 Globemasters delivered an additional 2200 tons by airdrop. Over 1100
hours were flown during the austral summer by the various aircraft.
While engaged in oceanographic work in the Ross Sea the USS Edisto located
a detached part of the Ross Ice Shelf with remains of Little America III camp,
the site of the 1940_41 U.S. Antarctic Service Expedition under the late Admiral
Byrd, Although the station was covered with 25 feet of snow, the tops of the
radio masts were still visible above the surface. Since breaking off near the
Bay of Whales, the ice had drifted 300 miles west before being noticed by the
personnel aboard the icebreaker.

-3A series of short duration storms has formed unusually large drifts for
this time of year. All summer quarters and Jamesways have been cleaned and se..
cured. The area around the Butler building is being used as a parking area for
all USARP vehicles not in use or being repaired. Extensive repairs are being
made on the Polecat vehicle and new tracks installed.
South Pole Station: After about two weeks of serious power failures which
caused disruption to all science programs, the station generators were restored
to steady operations and optimum efficiency.
Wilkes Station: Outside work continued with very little interruption during the month, in abnormally agreeable weather conditions. A new rhombic antenna was built, the long-lost tractor dug out of the snow, and several more
seals shot for dog meat. The lack of storms left the pack ice undisturbed and
all attempts of the ship Nella Dan to reach the station were unsuccessful,
Thus deprived of the bulk fuel supply, drums of diesel fuel were hauled to camp
and pumped into bulk storage.
The summer cosmic ray scientist, the only man who had not left the station
earlier on the Thala Dan,unexpectedly caught a ride out on a. Russian Ilushin-140
plane that visited the station from Mirnyy.
Preparations have been completed for the 5-day autumn traverse, which will
leave in early April.

BIOLOGY
Bird Island, South Georgia:
Johns Hopkins University and Bernice P. Bishop Museum: Routine observations, bird-banding and arthropod collecting continued.
USNS Elt anin:
Bernice P. Bishop Museum: The program of insect dispersal continued
on the Eltanin during Cruise 7 with a total of 15 nets kept constantly in the
rigging except during periods of high winds and heavy snowfalls when the nets
could be damaged. On the first catch away from land, 7 lepidoptera, 3iptera,
ang 2 hymenoptera were obtained, but no insects were caught south of 54 57'S,
62 08 1 W, near the southern tip of South America.

Columbia University (LGO): The marine microbiology program involved
primary productivity, phytoplankton and bacteriological studies. During the
cruise, 173 chlorophyll samples, 120 preserved phytoplankt.on samples, 36 sediment samples from the Phieger coers, piston corer and Pettersen grab, 24
primary , productivity studies using Carbon-14, 10 water chemistry stations, 6
photometer stations, and 24 bacteriological stations were completed. At the
southern part of the cruise collections of sea ice were obtained.
The phytoplankton results show both rich ang poor plankton areas
during the cruise. A rich area was located around 64 S, though both north
and south of this area plankton were poorly represented.
De Paul University: This program, relating to the dependence of
the metabolism of crustaceans on temperature and temperature acclimatization
was concluded on Cruise 7. At Ushuiai large numbers of the sub-Antarctic
lobster krill, Munida gregaria, were collected by surface netting and studies
made on pigment regulation and metabolistTl. Trawling for the whale krill,
Uphausia superba, was carried on regularly but only 15 samples were obtained.
However, early in March large schools were--found forming at the sea surface
and a sufficient number obtained by netting to extend and confirm the data obtained on the same species during Cruise 6.
Midpoint in the cruise large numbers of Tunicate protochordates
were repeatedly taken in mid-water trawls. These animals were studied with
respect to organic composition and respiration.
University of Southern California: During Cruise 7 the following
marine biology collections were obtained:
Menzies small biological trawl
Phieger corer
5-foot Blake trawl
1-meter Isaacs-Kidd mid-water trawl
Pettersen grab
Otter trawl (used as mid-water trawl
Rock dredge (Florida State University program)

16
15
16
28
17
1
11

hauls
cores
hauls
hauls
samples
haul
samples

In addition, a few other miscellaneous samples were obtained by small plankton
nets, by hook and line, and from the engine room strainer. Unfortunately, the
10-foot Isaacs-Kidd mid-water trawl was lost on the first attempt due to a defective ring on the new fabricated spreader bar and only limited success was obtained with the i-rn trawl used during the remainder of the cruise
Paravanes attached to the 5-foot Blake trawl proved quite successful,
decreasing the surface wire angle significantly and allowing a haul tc be made at

-52980 fathoms with a ratio of wire out to depth of only 1.36 to 1.
The total catch during the cruise, preserved in formalin and al-.
cohol, occupied a volume of about 110 gallons.
McMurdo Station:
Biolab, Stanford University: The storage area in the north lab has
been consolidated into laboratory use according to the planned layout. The
microfilm unit, administration office for the laboratory manager, storage warehouse, cabinet and shelving units, integrators, laboratory counters, library
and vestibule-workshop are all now adequately arranged in the 10 sections of
the biolab. Work continues on the sump pumps, cabinets for glassware and the
storage of laboratory equipment which will not be used during the winter season.
Stanford University: i t50-gallOnaquaria have been set up on two
tables and the sea water plumbing has been completed. Cooling plates were installed in both exchange tanks, and both anti-freeze systems are working.
The two fishing installations have been moved to more sheltered locations on permanent ice and cabled down to withstand the wind. There is open
water as far as Hut Point and the ice is still unsafe at all except one location. A brief attempt at fishing in the ocean water from ice floes near
Marble Point was unsuccessful.
GEOLOGY AND CRUSTAL STUDIES
USNS Eltanin:
Florida State University: Geological samples were collected at 23
stations of Cruise 7. The piston corer equipment operated well with many cores
obtained over 40 feet long, and all cores except two retrieved in excellent condition. With a rock dredge larger than previously used, 18 different samples
ranging in weight from several pounds to several hundred pounds yielded a wide
variety of rock types. An excellent sediment profile was taken with the Pettersen
grab on the southern flank of the Scotia Ridge south of 71 S. A list of the total
samples obtained follows:
18
Piston core
16
Phieger core
18
Rock dredge
Pettersen grab
17
Samples from USC trawls 16
Total
85

The character of the sediment can be divided into two types. North
of 0 58 S brown silt and sand were predominate, with globerina present north of
55 S but rarely in 0 sufficient numbers to clarify the sediment as a globerina
ooze. South of 58 5, the approximate position of the .Antarctic Convergence,
diatomaceous ooze was found though this was not continuous to the south. South
of the Orkney Islands the coarse sediment of sand and silt was again encountered
and extended as far south as the cruise went. At the bottom of the Scotia Sea
manganese nodules were quite rare and were found at only two stations in contrast to their greater abundance in the areas of the two previous cruises to the
west.
University of Wisconsin: The proton precession magnetometer was op.
erated continuously 4bout 90 percent of cruising time throughout Cruise 7. The
low amplitude and short decay duration observed early in the cruise was correcte
by removal of 6 feet of steel shielding immediately in front of the sensing head
and no further major problems were encountered.
McMurdo Station:
Rutgers University (February): Morphological, physical and chemical
studies of the soil were continued. It was concluded that moisture movement is
a function of the heat front that moves from the surface down into the soil,
while water moves upward acting as a carrier for ions which accumulate in the up
part of the soil profile, resulting in high conductivity near the surface. The
pH values seem to be independent of these moisture movements. Salt accumulation
is now believed to be a pedological process which may be related to the age of
the glacial deposits.

GLACIOLOGY
Wilkes Station (Australian Program): Glaciological work continues at Cape
Folger, where plans are being made for a deep drill hole in the ice.

METEOROLOGY
Byrd Station:
U.S. Weather Bureau: The average height of the radiosondes for March

was 32,565 in, again usLng only the 600-gram balloons. Twenty-four percent of ti

-7runs reached 5 mb. Four radiometersondes were obtained with an average height
of 28,921 rn.
The surface ozone program continued in routine operation.
The average net change on
April 1 was +7.3 cm.

26

snow stakes between February 28 and

Eights Station:
U.S. Weather Bureau: Although the average net change at 7 snow
stakes was only about 1 inch (2.5 cm) during the month, each storm resulted in
about 6 inches of accumulation around the buildings. Surface observations continued on a routine basis. No upper air balloon soundings were made.
Malfunction of the mercurial barometer was corrected by removing the
mercury and cleaning and refilling the unit.

USNS Eltanin:
U.S. WeaLer Bureau: Sixty-two successful radiosonde releases were
made to an average terminating height of 29,032 in, 56 of these being tracked to
bursting height. The maximum height reached was 36,246 in. A total of 160 surface synoptic observations were made.
Ozone measurements were obtained only intermittently, due to serious
trouble with the recorder for which adequate spares were not available. Air
samples were taken on five occasions for carbon dioxide determinations.
Twenty-five surface weather maps were prepared, based on the daily
1200 GMT analysis received from the Argentine Navy Meteorological Service and
the 0000 GMT Antarctic analysis received from McMurdo Station via Honolulu.
Hallett Station:
U.S.Weather Bureau: The average height of 30 radiosondes was
28,099 in; of 4 radiometersondes, 23,023 in; and of 1 ozonesonde, 31450 m. The
average height of the radiosondes was the highest on record for this station.
All ozone programs operated normally but due to cloudiness no complete umkers were taken. Near the end of the month the infrared hygrometer was
installed.

The following average subsurface midday temperatures were obtained
during the month:
10 cm
20 cm
50 cm

-5C (23F)
-50C (230F)
-8C(18F)

The average net change on 15 snow stakes was -2.0 cm.
McMurdo Station:
Climat0)

U.S. Navy (For standard surface and upper air observations see

Texas Western College (U.S. Weather Bureau): In the meteorological
program a complete change-over was made to the new tracking system which utilizes a special radar to obain direct distances to 100 9 000 yards, instead of the
two radars at either end of the base line which recorded azimuth and altitude
angles. This eliminates the need for the remote camp although the building will
be left up until the new system has been successfully checked out. The first
extensive tests on the radar unit began on the 7th, with a corner reflector
mounted permanently on the eastern slope of Observation Hill as a base check.
Rocket firings will begin on a weekly schedule early in April.
South Pole Station:
U.S. Weather Bureau: 0 Air temperatures decreased from 42 0 Fin the
first part of the month to -87 F in the last part of the month. Cliff-type
mirages were visible for about one-half hour on the 13th of the month.
Thirty radiosondes averaged 28,916 m in height and Li radiometer sondes
averaged 31,861 m 0 Balloon conditioning with diesel fuel is now necessary with
the decrease in upper air temperatures. The inflation shelter and the Baker
generator room are uncomfortably cold for operations, and new methods of heating
them are being considered.
The frigerometer program was terminated for the remainder of the year
due to a broken contact thermometer which resulted from the station power failure. The snow precipitation program will also terminate in the near future,,
The radioactivity studies were interrupted several times due to power

WM
failures and oil leakage in the pump. The carbon dioxide program continued
very satisfactorily until near the end of the month. The equipment is
preeently down for repair of the voltage regulator but should be in operation
in early April. No Dobson observations of ozone were taken though on the
surface equipment, ozone studies continued, showing a general increase for the
month. Two ozonesonde balloon flights were made but results were not considered
satisfactory due to difficulty in getting a good ozone reference signal. Investigation of this problem continues. Two gaminasondes were also flown in March.
The average net change on 50 snow stakes was 3,6 cm.

Wilkes Station:
U,S 0 Weatherr: During March there were numerou warm and cold
fronts without the usual blizzards. Twenty-one radiosondes reached 10 mb or
higher but several poor runs reduced the average. Various troubles were encountered with the GMD equipment but these were eventually repaired and the set
is now operating excellently. The radiometersonde program was started with
three satisfactory flights.
The Mast surface ozone equipment appears to be operating properly
though some spasmodic difficulties occurred,, Although the Dobson spectro
photometer was restored as closely as possible after its complete overhaul in
use of the difFebruar'Y 5 the calibration results now appear e':ieous If the ca
the
equipment
ficulty is one of the mirrors, as now believed, it is doubtful if
successful
can be satisfactorily repaired unless this part is replaced Two
ozone.sonde flights were made during the month..
The net change at 35 snow stakes was negligible.

0CEAN0GRPH1
USNS Eli anin:

ColubiUrirsitY_(LGO): During Cruise 7, 27 hydrographic stations
lowerings were made,, At, each of the hydrograplñc staand 21a bathytJerni3graPr1
Les
were
collected in Nansen bottles at predetermined depths,
tions, water ampand anaJyses made of oxygen by the WinkTLer method, salinity by an inductively
condc.ed salinoiet1er, pH using the Beckman meters and phosphate, silicate 2 and
nitrate with the Beckman spectrophotometer,

- 10 Six of the hydrographic stttions were concentrated in the area of
the Antarctic Convergence between 6o o6's, 49 04'W, and 58 43 1 S, 48 049 W.
1
The
Convergence was located by constant observations of surface temperature and
bathy-thermographs and in a special period of study, two well-defined Convergence
crossing points and one not as well defined, were obtained. The southerly po
sition for the Convergence location may be de to the southerly displacement
of the edge of the ice pack, located about 4 south of the February-March limits
reported by Mackintosh in the "Discovery" reports.
Thermometers were sent down in special holder on the core head of the
piston corer to obtain 'ocean bottom temperatures. After some trouble with thermometer breakage, a tripping device was constructed with which several successful
casts were made.
Texas A&M: Water samples for trace metal analysis were taken at five
stations spaced along the north-south tracks across the Scotia Sea to the ice
pack in the Weddell Sea.
At 4 stations along the north-south tracks, water samples for calcium
carbonate saturation measurements were taken. Twelve Nansen bottles were lowered
on 2 of the Lamont hydrographic station casts for special collection of water and
temperature information.
Some experimenting was done with a new device for the determination of
oxygen in sea water, a galvanometric diffusion cell. The experiments made were
to determine the behavior of the cell in actual field conditions to depths of
1000 feet. It is believed that satisfactory and precise data can be obtained
with a slightly improved model.
Due to unforeseen problems at the Customs Office the infrared 002
analyzer was not received in Punta Arenas in time for use on Cruise 7.
McMurdo Station:
U.S.Oceanographic Office: The last hydrographic station of the summer
program was taken on the 12th of March in the western part of the Ross Sea, making a total of 122 stations for the season. The data consisted of temperature,
salinity and dissolved oxygen from all stat-.ons, and inorganic phosphates from 75
stations, In addition, 19 plankton samples, 43 bottom samples, and 4 dredge samples were obta:ined In a cooperative program, 43 water samples were obtained for
the Science Council of Japan. No bottom photography or biological productivity
studies were made,
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STATION SEISMOLOGY
Byrd Station:
Coast and Geodetic Survey: There have been some difficulties with
the long period galvanometers, and the Benioff short period vertical component
seismometer continues to furnish most of the earthquake information. A new
time standard using the ionosphere program IBM pendulum clock is now wired into
the seismograph circuits.

Hallett Station:
Columbia University (LGO), Coast and Geodetic Survey New Zealand
observer): The new seismograph equipment was put into operation on March 9th
though the old equipment operated until about the 15 th for comparison purposes.
Magnification of the new short period instrument is 12,500 and the long period
1500, though it has been necessary to decrease these figures to about half
value during storms. After the bay freezes over and instrument stability improves, it should be possible to increase the magnification. A few problems
have arisen due to instability of heating arrangements and miscellaneous faults
in recorders but these are gradually being corrected. Some corrosion has been
th alunithum blocks supporting the seismomeers, which has resulted
noted
in lifting the blocks up a fraction of an inch above the concrete base.

South Pole Station:
Coast and Geodetic Sue; The horizontal long period seismometer appears to be settling down some, perhaps due to stabilization of the pier. Although it is still necessary to zero the light spots almost daily,part of this
wandering may be due to air currents from the heater blowers The natural period
of the long-period seismograph is being re-set from 38 to 30 seconds.

Wilkes Station:
California Institute of Technology (Australian observer): Except for
some losses of recordings from the east-west horizontal seismograph on the 20th
and 21st, the equipment operated satisfactorily.

- 12 UPPER ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
By rd Station:
Aurora and Air g laws Arctic Institute of North America: The first
good aurora of the season was seen on the 23rd of March, and aurora was visible
on all nights thereafter during a long period of very clear weather. Considerable work was needed on the photometer to get this unit working properly. After
some special calibration runs on the patrol spectrograph, the entire optical
system was removed and repaired and the equipment is now functioning smoothly.
Twilight operation of spectrograph started on the 17th of the month with the
azimuth being changed according to the hour angle of the sun. From the two
hours of exposures of film that were processed, emission lines were evident on
all days except the first three. The 5893, 5577 and 3914 lines were particularly evident and there was occasional appearance of the 6364 and 6300 lines.
The all-sky camera program was started on the 19th of March, the first
films being removed and processed on the 31st. Results were generally good though
some portions of the film were out of focus. Aurora was present on all nights of
operation except the first four.
All equipment for the auroral height measurement program, in conjunction
with the substabiàn, is functioning satisfactorily. The charts of camera pointing azimuths have been made up and exposure tests have been made of the aurora
and star fields with good results. A daily contact with the substation is being
maintained and communications should improve with the installation of the new
6-m antenna. The substation has experienced some difficulty with the generators but most problems have been worked out. Several auroral photographs have
been made from the substations but have not as yet been processed.
Geomgetism, Coast and Geodetic Survey: Observatory improvements continue with the re-wiring of the battery power supply and the timing circuit
which is now being obtained from the NBS ionosphere program. Twenty absolute observations were taken with the Ruska magnetometer, QHM and the Varian equipments,
The averages of the absolute values were as follows:
declination
horizontal field
vertical field

7002901
169286 g
589030 g.

SSC occurred 13 times during 10 days of the month; on the 1st, 2nd,
3rd, 6th, 8th, 9th 5 10th, 11th, 12th, and 13th.
Ionospheric Absorption, National Bureau of Standards: The storm at
the beginning of the month damaged the riometer RF switch through snow static

- 13 buildup on the antenna. A parallel resonant circuit has now been installed to
prevent similar occurrences. There was very little 30 mc/s absorption during
March except for the period between the 8th and the 13th and a few isolated
events on the 18th and the 23rd.
Ionospheric Soundings, National Bureau of Standards: During March
hourly values of f 0 F2 were recorded 37 percent of the time compared with 53
percent in February. Spread echo obscured the F region critical frequencies
35 percent of the time, blanketing by sporadic E 10 percent of the time and
blackout 4 percent of the time. Instrumental problems, deviative absorption
and local interference accounted for the remainder. The maximum median value
for fF2 was 5,7 mc/s at 1700 local time and the minimum niedian,2.3 Inc/s,00curx'ed at 0300 local although this latter value is somewhat uncertain because of spread echoes. The receiver alignment was improved on the 25th and
this has aided greatly in the reduction of local interference, also permitting
the scaling of critical values during spread echo conditions,
Radio Noise, National Bureau of Standards: Despite numerous generator and equipment problems the radio noise program has continued to operate. Malfunctioning of the recorder occurred during building vibrations
from high winds, ttnd in periods of large temperature variations. Noise recorder equipment work included the repairing of sticking relays, changing of
tubes in the p.e-arnn unit, the integrator units, and between the detector
units.
VLF and ELF, Stanford University and Pacific Naval Laboratory:
Despite power failures on the 17th, 19th and 22nd, equipment operation has
been very good and all conjugate point continuous records, and all special recordings in connection with the Alouette satellite were made on schedule. The
maximum hiss was recorded between 0100 and 0500 GMT with peak near 0300 and
the chorus peak was observed near 1700 GMT. The diurnal maximum in the number
of whistlers occurred between 0400 and 0800 GMT, and the maximum numbers of
whistlers were recorded on the 19th. The direction finding antenna has been
installed, about loop 700 feet north of the VLF building.
In the correlation studies the following are being recorded on a
multi-channel hiss recorder:
Channel 1
Channel 2
Channel 3
Channel L.

Micropulsation
ELF
VLF, LQQ cps
VLF, 750 cps

Channel
Channel
Channel
Channel

5
6
7
8

VLF,
VLF,
VLF,
VLF,

1 kc
1.5 kc
2 kc
4 kc

- lLi On the correlation multi-channel recorder the following are recorded:
Channel
Channel
Channel
Channel
Oh nne1
Channel
Channel
Channel

1
2
3
5
6
7
8

Direction finder, vertical, 8-15 kc
Direction finder, north-south, 8-15 kc
Direction finder, east-west, 8-15 kc
VLF, WQM, 2 kc
Photometer, 3914
Photometer, 4861
Magnetometer
Riometer

I

VLF and Micropulsation Studies, National Bureau of Standards: The
micropulsation equipment has been repaired and bench tested, and the installation
is nearly complete.
Eights Station:
and Airgiow, Arctic Institute of North America: All programs
were Operational on the 28th of March although there were only P few hours of
good data due to unfavorable weather. A double-walled dome has been installed
spare heater in an effort to keep the dome of the patrol spectrotogether
graph ice-free. There are also problems with rime collecting on the all-sky
camera which could not be corrected with the heating wire, and double-walled
windows are now being installed.
Geomagnetism, Coast and Geodetic Survey: With only one clear day in
March it has not been possible to get good sun observations for azimuth determination. Star shots will be taken to confirm azimuth values to greater accuracy. The pier top of the rapid run equipment has been modified to 90-inch
length and installed. All piers have fiberglass installations inside to retard thermal convection.
The variation building used in the Sky-High operations has been dug
out and installed on the new absolute building as a weather vestibule.
Ionospheric Absorption, National Bureau of Standards: The riometer
installation should be completed in about four more days.
\rLF-Micropp.lsations, National Bureau of Standards: The equipment is
operational but outside installations have been delayed due to blowing 511QW.
VLF-ELF, Stanford University: All equipment is operational except the
hiss recorder, which has had some chart malfunctions. VLF emission actiity has

15 been very low since the first week of the month and it has not been possible
to obtain a good diurnal curve. Whistler activity increased considerably during March and showed a diurnal peak near local midnight. ELF activity was
very low except for a single event on the 24th of March at 2300 GMT with a
period of 2.4 mm. This correlated well with a VLF emission at the same time.
USNS Eltanin:
Airglow, University of Alaska: The photometer program was limited
on Cruise 7 due to weather conditions and long periods of twilight.
Cosmic Rays, Bartol Research Foundation (Stanford University observers): The meson telescope was in continuous operation throughout the
cruise and functioned normally with the exception of a photometer tube that
had to be replaced and a printer that was repaired. Daily barometric entries
were made and weekly calibration runs taken.
Ionospheric Absorption, University of Alaska: The riometer operated
continuously without serious trouble. The sensitive diode in the voltage regulator burned out during a line voltage surge. There is still a problem of
interference from radio transmitters aboard the ship.
Radio-NO-Ise, National Bureau of Standards: Except for a few electrical and mechanical problems the atmospheric radio noise recorder was completely operational. The variation in the 160 kc converter caused by a failure
in ship 1 s power was corrected by the replacement of two capacitators, but the
gain of the spare converter could not be increased to normal value and this
unit has been returned to Boulder. Abnormally high noise values were recorded
in Punta Arenas due to local interference.
Radio Science, Stanford University: Broad band VLF recordings were
obtained from 50 to 52 minutes after each hour throughout the cruise and in ad dition one-hour continuous runs have been made to coincide with the orbital
passes of the Alouette satellite which occurred weekly. All standard recordings are monitored aurally for whistler and VLF noise, and simultaneously filmed
on the Ray-Span Spectrum Analyzer. Whistler and other activities have been very
low during the cruise, the average whistler rate being 0.9 per minute, while
chorus, hiss and VLF emissions have been virtually absent. A variety of low
frequency noises from the ship continue to impair the VLF data.
Narrow band VLF recordings of NAA (14,7 kc), TOG (18.6 kc) and. NSS
(22,3 kc) have been made from 30 to 34, 40 to 44 and .50 to 52 minutes past the
hour. NAA produced echoes in all but 8 days, these being near the beginning and
end of the cruise when the ship was near port. Normally these echoes were heard

- 16 between 0230 and 0730 GMT. With the receipt of new filter and tuning equipment NAA was monitored over a 2 kc band width for the purpose of detecting
triggered emissions such as were recorded in October.
During the first week of the cruise a direction finding detector
and recorder were installed, but because of cross-modulation problems a redesign was necessary and only during the last two weeks has any significant
data been obtained. This experiment is designed to study the intensity and
directional characteristics of broad band energy and correlate these with
whistler and other VLF activity. It is anticipated that some effect of continental coast lines which represent conductivity discontinuities may be observed
Some difficulties are being experienced with the high frequency
equipment. The data on 60 mc is also complicated by changes in the ship's
course as the antenna control system installed during the last cruise is not
completely-trouble-free.

Hallett Station:
Aurora, Arctic Institute of North America: The all-sky camera with
black and white film was put In operation on March 4th and the camera with
colored film March 7th. Several days were lost due to high winds and low visibility but otherwise this program has been routine.
The patrol spectrograph has been operating consistently following
repairs in the eiectro-mechanical system. The photometer was started up near
the end of the month though there were no nights clear enough for good data.
Various technical problems with this equipment have been satisfactorily solved.
Cosmic Rays, University of Maryland:
operation for 7 days while the neutron pile was
ricated, The power supplies and other units for
and building wiring rerouted. Calibrations have
basis,

The neutron monitor ws out of
dismantled and anew base fabthe monitor were reinstalled
been carried out on a weekly

Geomagnetism, Coast and Geodetic Survey (New Zealand observers):
After the Askania motor had stopped on several occasionsthe unit was changed,
and the fault traced to poor contacts. Extra heating facilities have been installed.
Ionospheric Absorption, Arctic Institute of North America: A new
riometer was put into service on March 19th replacing the old unit which had
given some trouble in alignment. Absorption events were noted on the 9th and

- 17 10th only. A storm near the end of the month resulted in damage to the antenna
and some *reUi8X'itie& in the recordings.
Ionospheric Soundings, National Bureau of Standards, Coast and Geodetic Survey (New Zealand observer): The semiannual overhauling of the Csounder is being carried out with a minimum loss of data. Improvements in record qility are already apparent.
Normal disturbed conditions occurred in the F region. A monthly
median of 5 me was observed, a reduction of .2 me from fast month. For the F
region the median of approximately 3.6 me noted in the early part of the mont
was nearly Li me lower than in February, but later in the month stratification
was barely recognizable. Spread conditions and the presence of Type A sporadic
have been consistent with visual aurora observations. There was no noticeable
decrease in the frequency of appearance of sporadic' E and Type C was still predominant.
VLF,,Stanl'ord University (New Zealand observer): Only minor equipment
difficulties occurred during the month although two continuous runs were missed
in connection with the Alouette satellite program. Large increases occurred in
the VLF signal activity around the middle of the month. A new 10 We dipole antenna erected for IIMV research has improved the monitoring of these signals.
McMurdo Station:
Cosmic Rays, Bartol Research Foundation: Instability in the right
neutron amplifier due to a faulty output circuit caused some loss of data from
that channel. Some instability also occurred in the meson high voltage, supply
immediately after a power failure but repairs have been made. All data processing is up-to-date.
Ionospheric Absorption Douglas Aircraft Co.: The 30-inc riometer is
operating well and data has been collected routinely. The dopplometer was shut
down for a few days to correct a problem in the oscillator. The audio amplifier
of the same unit that had been sent back to the United States for repair did not
return in time for the last resupply and an amplifier is presently being constructed from the circuit diagram using electronic parts from varioVS sources.
South Pole Station:
Aurora, Arctic Institute of North America: The aurora equipment has
been rehabilitated and the tower prepared for the winter. Operations will commence early in April.

- 18 Geomagnetism, Coast and Geodetic Survy: Magnetic values as computed
from the monthly scalings were as follows:
0
declination
27 47. '
horizontal field 15010 g.
56976p g.
total field
Approximately four days of R.uska magnetograph records were lost due to power
failures, orientation tests and voltage fluctuation. Orientation tests for the
declination values are unsatisfactory and still being checked. Fourteen sets of
absolute horizontal values were obtained with the QIIM, 13 sets of declination
with the Ruska magnetometer and 16 sets of total field with the proton magnetometer.
Ionospheric Absorptions, National Bureau of Standards: The riouieter
data was almost continuous except for losses on the 6th of March due to power
failures and on the 28th and 29 th due to trouble with the paper feed. There were
a total of 55 events, 8 occurring on March 10th. The daily maximum increased
about 6 percent after sunset.
lonsopheric Soundings, National Bureau of Standards: The power failure
on the 3rd of March resulted in damage to the power supply of the C-3 recorder.
This was repaired but another power failure of longer duration on the 6th caused
extensive damage to the pulse generator unit. Investigation showed that repeatedly changing line voltages occurred prior to the power failure which could
not be adequately regulated. With the shortage of spares, the C-3 has been shut
down temporarily until station generators could deliver more satisfactory power
supply. Meanwhile, major overhaul and repairs are being made to insure that all
damage has been rectified.
VLF, Stanford University (National Bureau of Standards observers):
Whistler activity and hiss strength were increasing as the sun disappeared though
chorus appeared to be diminishing. No unusual emissions were noted during the
Alouette satellite recordings.
There were no equipment troubles other than those due to power failures.
Wilkes Station:
Aurora, Arctic Institute of North America (Australian observer): Except for a small change in position of the mirror found necessary after processing
the first film, the all-sky camera has been functioning well.

Geomagnetism : Coast and Geodetic Survey (Australian observer): Some
trouble developed in the rapid-run recorder on the 24th and 25 th and although
the trouble was not located, the equipment is now operating well. Future resiting of the magnetic and seismic huts is under study.
Ionospheric Soundings, National Bureau of Standards (Australian observer): Modifications to the C_L sounder are being made, and tests following
changes in the pre-amplifier unit have been satisfactory.
The planned Mawson-to-Wilkes forward scatter experiment was seriously
delayed when the Nella Dan, which was bringing some essential units for this prograni,failed to reach the station.

U.S. SCIENTISTS AT FOREIGN STATIONS
USSR Vessel Ob: Dr. Francischini, exchange scientist from Texas A & M, is
presently preparing equipment for a trip from Mirnyy to Capetown and is contemplating continuing his radiation experiments until the Ob reaches Russia in
June

FOREIGN SCIENTISTS AT U.S. STATIONS
USNS Eltanin: Dr. Kudryetsev, USSR oceanographer, with the assistance of
the Texas Instruments personnel, has designed and fabricated a wave staff to determine the surface wave effects of vertical miLng due to winds. The equipment
was designed with total weight to equal the buoyant force in order to have it
float in equilibrium at the desired level. The first construction was found to
be too flexible and a new plan is under way to correct the difficulties.
McMurdo Station: Dr. Tarakanov, USSR meteorologist, is continuing his
studies of atmospheric processes Using available weather charts and comparing predictions with actual occurrences. The McMurdo, Hallett and South Pole Stations
radiosonde data are collected daily and vertical motions computed for the 700 to
500 mb layer at all stations. Wind cross-sections have also been constructed for
these stations when data was available.

TABLE I - CLIMAT FOR MARCH

Temperature
Average
Highest
Lowest
Station Pressure
(inches)
Average
Highest
Lowest
Precipitation (inches)
Snowfall (inches)
Wind
Prevailing Direction
Average Speed (knots)
Fastest Mile (MPH)
Peak Gust (MPH)
Average Sky Cover
No. clear days
No, partially cloudy
No. cloudy
No. Days with visibility
less than 1/4 mile
No. Radiosondes
Avg. height of Radiosondes (m)
No. Radiometersondes
Avg. height of Radiometersondes
No, Ozonesondes
Avg, height of Ozonesondes

1963

Byrd
Station

Eights
Station

Hallett
Station

McMurdo

-31.0
-14.3
-50.5

-19.0

-10.5
- 1.2
-17.8

-22.8
-io.8
-28.7

-41.8

Station

29.298
(1010.5 mb)
( 874,0 mb)
0.03

South Pole
Station

Wilkes
Station

8.2
- o.6
-18.3

-

-66.1
20.033
20.29D
19.705
0.05
045

28.906
29,413
28.338
1.56
15.6

23.761
24.075
23.380
Tr
Tr

27,614
29.636
28.623
0.47
4.7

29.168
29.60*
28.72*
0.86
20.2

N
14.3
42.4
44,9
7.4

S
9
55

SW
10.0
84

E
16,5
42

13,4
38

SSE
9.2
47

7
19

1
7
23

8.8
1
3
27

7.7
0
6
25

5.1
13
8
10

7.3
4
10
17

6
25

ill

2
30
28,099
4
23,023
1
31,450

6
24
11,808

4
30
38,916
4
31,861

-I

32,565

4
28,921

2
28
29,502
3

:30,013
2
23,415

All figures above have been taken from radio messages are are unconfirmed.
* Sea-level pressure
North defined along 0 Greenwich
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